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Ocular and neurodevelopmental features of Duchenne
muscular dystrophy: a signature of dystrophin function
in the central nervous system

Valeria Ricotti1, Herbert Jägle2, Maria Theodorou3, Anthony T Moore3, Francesco Muntoni1 and
Dorothy A Thompson*,3

Multiple isoforms of dystrophin (Dp427, Dp260, Dp140, Dp71) are expressed differentially in the central nervous system (CNS)

including the retinal layers. Disruption of these protein products is responsible for cognitive dysfunction, electroretinogram (ERG)

abnormalities and behavioural disorders in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). We studied the ocular characteristics and

neuropsychiatric profile of 16 DMD boys. The ISCEV standard, full-field flash ERGs were assessed. Intellectual ability and

behavioural disturbances were measured. All genotypes were associated with mildly abnormal photopic ERG a:b-wave amplitude

ratios. In addition, we identified the following genotype/phenotype correlations: boys with mutations upstream of exon 30 (ie, isolated

Dp427 altered expression) showed normal scotopic a:b ratios, abnormal photopic oscillatory potential OP2 and normal scotopic OP2.

Conversely, all boys with DMD mutations downstream of exon 30 showed profoundly ‘negative’ scotopic ERGs (a:b ratios 41).

In these patients, the involvement of Dp260 isoform resulted in the absence of slow rod pathway signalling in15Hz scotopic flicker

ERGs. These boys had abnormal scotopic OP2 and normal photopic OP2. Finally, children with mutations also affecting Dp71 were

associated with more pronounced electronegative ERGs. When correlating ERGs to neurodevelopmental outcome, we found a positive

correlation between negative scotopic ERGs and neurodevelopmental disturbances, and the most severe findings were in boys with

Dp71 disruption. These findings suggest a strong association between DMD mutations affecting different DMD isoforms with

characteristically abnormal scotopic ERGs and severe neurodevelopmental problems. The role of the ERG as a potential biomarker for

dystrophin function in the CNS and response to novel genetic therapies warrants further exploration.
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INTRODUCTION

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a life-limiting X-linked
recessive disorder affecting 1 in 5000 live male births.1,2 It causes
progressive muscle weakness, leading to death in the third decade.3–5

DMD results from mutations in the dystrophin (DMD) gene on
chromosome Xp21.2. The DMD gene is a very large gene with 79
exons and tightly regulated internal promoters, which make a range of
protein isoforms, identical at the C terminus, but with unique
N termini. These include three full-length dystrophin isoforms
(Dp427) and the shorter products Dp260, Dp140, Dp116 and Dp71.
In the muscle, dystrophin is a large sarcolemmal protein, part of the
dystrophin-associated protein complex, connecting the cytoskeleton to
the extracellular matrix.6 A major function of dystrophin in the
muscle is to protect muscle fibres against the mechanical forces of
contraction, and thus its absence renders muscle fibres susceptible to
stretch-induced damage and necrosis.7 Dystrophin has also been
assigned a signalling role; although some of these activities are relevant
for skeletal muscle function (eg, modulation of adrenergic tone by
nNOS),8 others are essential for dystrophin function in organs such as
the brain and retina.9,10 Furthermore, different dystrophin isoforms
are localised in distinct regions of the central nervous system (CNS)
and the retina. Absence of dystrophin from these sites is responsible

for the extraneuromuscular manifestations of DMD including neuro-
developmental disorders11 and disturbances in retinal electrophysiol-
ogy.12 Dp140 and Dp71 are largely expressed in the brain, and the lack
of both these isoforms is well recognised to be implicated with higher
incidence of cognitive impairment and neurodevelopmental disorders
in patients with mutations downstream of exon 45.13–15 All dystrophin
isoforms, with the exception of Dp116, are expressed highly in the
retina. Dp427, Dp260 and Dp140 are located in photoreceptor
terminals, whereas Dp71 is expressed in Müller glia cells.16–20

Recently, Dp427, Dp260 and Dp140 expressions have been identified
in inner retinal layer neurons as well; Dp427 was expressed proportio-
nately more at cone than rod synapses, in bipolar cells and some
amacrine cells.19 Mutations downstream of exon 30, which affect
Dp260 expression, are associated with an abnormal scotopic electro-
retinogram (ERG) waveform21–24 and some impairment of red-green
colour vision.25

In light of the recent retinal expression studies, we sought to explore
the clinical ERG as a potential biomarker of CNS dystrophin
expression associated with different DMD genotypes and recorded
ERGs to a wide range of flash strengths in a cohort of individuals with
a range of mutations across the DMD gene. A subsidiary, but
important, aim was to assess in this population whether a validated
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paediatric ERG protocol would provide results comparable to those
from a more demanding international standard method.26 Finally, we
explored a potential relation between ERG and the neuropsychiatric
profile using validated psychometric inventories.

METHODS

Participants
Sixteen DMD boys attending the neuromuscular outpatient Department at Great

Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) were recruited according to their genotype,

ensuring balanced distribution of mutations downstream and upstream of exon

30 (Table 1), and also tolerability of the assessment. The diagnosis was confirmed

by finding an out-of-frame-frame mutation in the DMD gene, using multiplex

ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA). Where DMD deletions or

duplications were not identified by MLPA, all 79 exons and the adjacent introns

were analysed through PCR amplification and direct sequencing to screen for

point mutations. Mutations were classified according to the Leiden Muscular

Dystrophy database.27

The nomenclature of the report is based on dystrophin references
LRG_199t1. Seven boys had mutations (either out-of-frame deletions, or
duplications, or nonsense mutations) involving exons 3–13 (affecting expres-
sion of Dp427 isoforms); seven boys had mutations involving exons 44–57
(disrupting Dp427, and, according to their location, also Dp260,
Dp140 and Dp116); and two boys had mutations downstream of exon
63 (disrupting all dystrophin isoforms, including the shortest Dp71). All
patients were fully cooperative and were able to complete the examination,
with the exception of the two boys with Dp71 mutation who had a profound
intellectual disability, which is common for this genotype,15 and could only
complete the paediatric protocol. The mean age was 11 years (range 4–15
years). All the boys were on prednisolone given at 0.5–0.75mg/kg per day daily
or intermittently (10 days on:10 days off).3,4,28

Experimental protocol
All patients underwent eye examinations: visual acuity, Ishihara colour vision
assessment, intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement, fundoscopy and electro-
physiology examination of the retina using ERGs. ERGs were recorded both to
international standards29 and with a modified paediatric protocol developed

Table 1 General characteristics of the boys recruited

Individual

Age at

assessment (years) Mutation

Dystrophin isoforms predicted

to be affecteda Neurobehavioural problems GAI

1 7 Deletion exons 3–7 Dp427 SCDC=7

Internalising behavioural problems

98

2 10 Deletion exons 3–7 Dp427 SCDC=2

No

102

3 15 Deletion exons 5–7 Dp427 SCDC=7

Attention deficit and anxiety

90

4 11 Deletion exons 8–13 Dp427 SCDC=4

No

110

5 10 Deletion exons 3–11 Dp427 SCDC=4

No

119

6 10 Deletion exons 8–13 Dp427 SCDC =16

Inattention, internalising behavioural

problems and ASD

83

7 8 Duplication exon 2 Dp427 SCDC=3

No

90

8 13 Duplication exons 56–57 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140,

Dp116

SCDC =10

Internalising behavioural problems and anxiety

119

9 8 Duplication exons 56–57 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140,

Dp116

SCDC=9

Attention deficit

96

10 8 Deletion exons 51–54 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140 SCDC=9

Internalising behavioural problems

119

11 12 Deletion exons 48–50 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140 SCDC=0

No

116

12 11 Deletion exon 44 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140 SCDC=2

No

99

13 14 Deletion exons 51 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140 SCDC =1

No

106

14 10 Deletion exons 49–54 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140 SCDC =1

Attention deficit

90

15 11 Deletion exon 70 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140,

Dp116, Dp71

SCDC =17

ASD

N/A (non-verbal)

16 4 Nonsense mutation exon 70 Dp427, Dp260, Dp140,

Dp116, Dp71

SCDC =16

ASD

N/A (severe speech

delay)

Abbreviations: ASD, Autistic Spectrum Disorder; 3Di-sv, Parents’ Conners 3, Child Behavioural Check List and the short version of the Developmental Diagnostic and Dimensional Interview; GAI,
General Ability Index; SCDC, Social and Communication Disorder Checklist.
A total score SCDC ≥8 is suggestive of emotional sociocommunicative behavioural problems; a total SCDC score of 415 is invariably associated with a diagnosis of ASD. IQ is expressed as a GAI
score and calculated from a truncated version of the WISC-IV. Behavioural problems are reported as meeting the threshold scores in the 3Di-sv.
aMutations located towards the 5′ end of the gene (ie mutations from exons 1 to 31) only affect the long isoforms Dp427. Mutations in the region of exons 31–44, in addition to disrupting the
expression of Dp427 also disrupt Dp260; mutations in the region of exons 45–62 will in addition disrupt both Dp140 and Dp116. The rare mutations downstream of exon 63 will affect all
dystrophin products including the shortest Dp71.
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and validated at GOSH,31,30 the details of which are found in the appendix. The
range of flash luminance presented in the dark and light was extended to
more specifically probe slow and fast signalling pathways in the retina.
Images of the retinal macula structure and retinal nerve fibre layer thickness
were taken when possible with a high-resolution Fourier optical coherence
tomography (OCT) (Heidelberg Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering,
Heidelberg, Germany) device. The intellectual quotient (IQ), where possible,
was assessed with a truncated version of the Wechsler Intellectual Scales
for Children-Fourth Edition (WISC-IV),32 which included Vocabulary, Similarities,
Matrix Reasoning, Block Design, Digit Span and Letter-Number Sequencing.
The IQ was expressed as a General Ability Index (GAI) score.33 The boys’
families were asked to complete the Social and Communication Disorders
Checklist (SCDC).34 The SCDC is a validated 12-item measure for neurode-
velopmental disorders. A total score of ≥ 8 is indicative of neurodevelopmental
disturbances, especially in the social communication domain, whereas scores
415 are strongly suggestive of Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD).35 Families
who reported behavioural problems were asked to participate in further
assessments including: the Developmental, Diagnostic and Dimensional Inter-
view short version (3Di-sv) to assess ASD,36 Conners’ Parent Rating Scale
(Conners 3)37 to assess Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD); and
the Child and Behavioural Check List (CBCL)37 to assess internalising and
externalising emotional problems.

Statistics
The amplitudes and peak times of ERG a- and b-waves from the patients
were compared with clinical laboratory age-matched normative data for the
ISCEV and GOSH protocols expressed as 5th and 95th centiles. The a:b-
wave amplitude ratios to scotopic and photopic standard flash stimuli
obtained with the GOSH and ISCEV recording techniques were compared
using a Pearson's correlation. A one-way ANOVA comparing ERGs and
SCDC scores between the genotype groups was performed using the
GraphPad Prism version 5.00 for Windows, GraphPad Software.38 We set
a significant P-value at o0.05.

RESULTS

The ERG waveform has a negative a-wave owing to the photoreceptors
hyperpolarizing in response to light followed by a positive b-wave that
depends on signalling between photoreceptors and bipolar cells
depolarising the bipolar cell. Across all genotypes, cone photopic
b-wave amplitudes were subnormal, especially to high flash lumi-
nances, whereas photopic a-wave amplitudes were ≥ 5th centile,
indicating normal cone photoreceptor function (Figure 1). In contrast
scotopic a-wave amplitudes were subnormal falling below the 5th
centile in 6/16 (40%) of tested patients (Figure 2, bottom graph).
Individual scotopic ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes are plotted against
normative data (Figure 2).
Boys with mutations downstream of exon 30, affecting both Dp427

and Dp260 (individuals 8–16; Table 1), showed subnormal scotopic
b-wave amplitudes to all flash strengths. As the amplitude of the
preceding a-wave was larger compared with the b-wave, the a:b
amplitude ratios 41 and the resulting waveform is called electro-
negative (Figure 1).
Individuals with mutations affecting only Dp427 (individuals 1–7;

Table 1) showed milder scotopic b-wave amplitude reduction, with a:b
ratios of 1 (normal a:b ~ 1:2) (Figure 1). The only exception was
individual 6, who had a deletion of exons 8–13, yet showed a similar
scotopic ERG profile to boys with mutations affecting Dp260.
Furthermore, scotopic 15Hz flicker ERGs showed that patients with
mutations affecting Dp260 (individuals 8–16) lacked signals from the
slow rod pathway (Supplementary Figure 1).
Boys with mutations affecting all protein products, including Dp71

(individuals 15–16; Table 1), showed the most profoundly electro-
negative scotopic ERGs (Figure 3). When comparing photopic and

scotopic mean a:b ratios, we found a significant difference between
mutations upstream and downstream of exon 30 (Po0.001).
Furthermore, the a:b ratio data obtained by the ISCEV corneal
electrode protocol were comparable with the GOSH skin electrode
protocol (r= 0.87, P= 0.01) (Supplementary Figure 2).
The scotopic and photopic ERGs were filtered to reveal four

oscillatory potentials (OPs). Boys with Dp427 mutations had a small
cone OP2, but normal rod OPs. Those with mutations downstream
exon 30 had an absent rod OP2, but surprisingly cone OPs in some
were normal (Figure 4).
OCT axial sections performed randomly in six individuals showed

normal retinal lamination and macular profiles. The retinal nerve fibre
layer thicknesses were within normal limits across genotypes
(Supplementary Figure 3).
Clinically, all boys had normal fundi and normal visual acuity. One

boy with a nonsense mutation in exon 70 had a red-green colour
vision defect. IOPs were mildly elevated in two boys (22–24mmHg).

Figure 1 ISCEV (International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision)
ERG trace examples. Examples of rod and cone ISCEV full-field ERGs from
patients with mutations at 5′ and 3′ end of the gene are compared with
normal waveforms, in which the a-wave is smaller than the b-wave and the a:
b ratios is 1:2. The upper traces from a boy with a mutation affecting Dp427
alone (ie, exons 8–13) show a DA 3 rod ERG in which the b-wave is reduced
to the same size as the a-wave giving an a:b ratio of 1. Below, an individual
with a mutation affecting Dp427 and Dp260 (ie, exon 44) with a DA 3 rod
ERG b-wave that is smaller than the a-wave giving an electronegative ERG.
The cone ERG LA 10 waveforms show a similar pattern with normal a-waves,
but small b-wave amplitudes alter the overall ERG waveform.
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Explorative relation between ERG findings, behavioural problems
and intellectual disability
All the subjects recruited in this study were cooperative and with
normal range GAI, with the exception of the two boys with Dp71
mutations, who had a profound speech delay. Nine of the 16 boys had
neurobehavioural problems: 5/6 boys who scored high in the SCDC
had mutations downstream of exon 30 and scored above the threshold
for ADHD, ASD and emotional problems (Table 1). Two of seven
boys with mutations upstream of exon 30, whose families reported
mild behavioural disturbances, had scores above the threshold for
inattention and anxiety (Table 1). The two boys with mutations
downstream of exon 63 and profound speech delay scored in the ASD
range according to both the SCDC and the 3Di-sv. These two boys
only managed the GOSH ERG skin protocol.
Interestingly, the same boy (individual 6), with 5′-end mutation,

but with a Dp260, 3′-end mutation type of ERG profile also presented
with a neurocognitive profile (ie inattention, emotional problems and
ASD) comparable to that of children with 3′-end mutations. In this
subject, we therefore suspected a second mutation in addition to the
deletion of exons 8–13 identified by MLPA, and we carried out a full
dystrophin gene sequencing, which however did not reveal other
mutations.
Exploring a possible relationship between ERG and neurobeha-

vioural outcomes, we compared the SDCD scores as an overall index

of neurodevelopmental impairment with scotopic a:b ratios. Although
our analysis did not meet statistical significance (P= 0.1), we observed
a trend for boys with electronegative scotopic ERGs more likely to
score in the abnormal range for the SDCD (6 out of 10), whereas none
of the six boys with electropositive scotopic ERGs had abnormal
scores.

DISCUSSION

We studied the retinal physiology and neurodevelopmental profile of
16 DMD boys, with a range of mutations that affect the different
dystrophin isoforms expressed in the CNS and retina (including
Dp427, and the shorter isoforms Dp260, Dp140 and Dp71).39

We examined the retina functionally with the ERG, and structurally
with OCT imaging. We found ERG changes corresponding with the
recently reported differential expression of Dp isoforms between
retinal subnetworks in animal models, with Dp427 allied more with
cone pathways and Dp260 with rods.19

We recognise now that ERG b-wave amplitude mainly depends on
depolarisation of on-bipolar cells,40 rather than potassium channels on
the Müller glial cells,41 which are altered in the Dp71-null mouse
models of DMD. This explains why ERGs reported in DMD patients
differ from some previously predicted DMD mouse knockout
models.17,42

In our study, DMD patients selectively lacking expression of Dp427
isoforms showed a preponderance of changes in cone b-waves,
indicating a disruption of signalling between normally functioning
cone photoreceptors and cone on-bipolar cells. In contrast, rod a-wave
amplitude was subnormal, indicating altered rod photoreceptor
function in 5/7 of patients with mutations affecting Dp427 alone.

Figure 2 ISCEV (International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision)
scotopic dark-adapted ERG measurements. Top graph: Dark-adapted b-wave
amplitude is plotted against flash strength. It shows a dichotomy of Dp427
(filled symbol) and Dp260 (open symbols) response, accentuating the
subnormal amplitude when expression of Dp260 is compromised. The
b-wave time to peak is also distinctive, falling below the normal range, that
is, shorter time to peak, to high increasing flash strength when only the
Dp427 expression is affected. Lower graph: a-Wave amplitude is plotted
against flash strength. Dp427 (filled symbols) are more often seen below the
5th centile at high flash strengths compared with Dp260 (open symbols),
but the time to peak for both fall within the normal range. The exception,
shown as a grey filled symbol, is from a patient with deletion of exons 8–13.

Figure 3 Skin ERG trace examples. Examples of skin ERGs are shown to
illustrate responses from individuals with mutations affecting each isoform.
The absent b-wave (marked with *), in association with exon 70, results in a
profoundly electronegative ERG waveform. The trace time base is extended
to 250ms to show that eventually the polarity of the ERG recovers and the
trace rejoins the baseline.
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This has not been reported before and may be due to the brighter flash
used in our study. Expression of the Dp260 isoform, between rod
photoreceptors and rod on bipolar cells, was necessary for slow rod
pathway function. Indeed, altered expression of Dp260 caused
subnormal b-wave amplitude and hence electronegative scotopic
ERG waveforms. This characteristic signature was exacerbated, if
Dp71 was additionally compromised, as shown in Figure 3. In our
study, we showed that, indeed, mutations affecting Dp71 have the
most profound and uniquely electronegative scotopic ERG (Figure 3),
alongside showing most severe cognitive-neuropsychiatric profile
disturbances.
Our study highlighted only one exception to these patterns: a boy

with a mutation of exons 8–13 (ie affecting Dp427 alone) showed both
an electronegative scotopic ERG, severe speech delay and a neurop-
sychiatric profile in the autistic spectrum domain. We did not identify
additional mutations; the combined ERG and neurodevelopmental
phenotype of this child remain unexplained.
Retinal signalling depends on the structural alignment of proteins at

the synapses. Dystrophin is considered a developmental determinant
of structural apposition of photoreceptors with bipolar cells.43 We
anticipated that patients with DMD might show altered patterns of
retinal lamination; however, high-resolution spectral domain OCT
axial images of the in vivo retina did not show any irregularity of the
outer plexiform lamina nor abnormal lamina thicknesses in a
comparison with normal.
As retinal lamination is normal, the observed ERG changes are

more likely due to altered synaptic transmission and membrane
polarisation. This implies a role for dystrophin isoforms in retinal
signalling. Our novel evidence of isoform-specific loss of rod and cone
OPs supports this contention as OPs are generated by spiking
amacrine and ganglion cells.
In relation to the neuropsychiatric profile, an important considera-

tion is required: to facilitate electrophysiological assessments, the
recruitment was biased towards DMD boys with good understanding
and co-operation. With the exception of the two Dp71 boys, who had
profound delay, the GAI scores were within normal ranges. Nevertheless,

neurobehavioural problems were observed in nine boys and including
ADHD, ASD and emotional problems. Although three boys with Dp427
mutations presented with some behavioural problems, overall boys with
mutations progressively affecting the shorter dystrophin isoforms were
more commonly and more severely affected. This is not surprising, as the
full-length isoforms are also expressed in the neurocortex, hippocampus
and cerebellum. However, the shorter isoforms are most abundantly
expressed in the brain, with the pivot region of interest for the brain in
exon 45. Indeed, Dp140 has been amply localised in glial cells,44 and
disruption of this isoform in mutations affecting exons 45–62, has been
implicated with cognitive impairment, higher incidence of ADHD and
delayed milestones.13,14,45 Mutations affecting Dp71, a brain isoform
implicated in transmembrane permeability,46 although rare, are recog-
nised in association with severe cognitive impairment.13,47 The two boys
with Dp71 mutations, indeed, had the most severe profile with ASD and
profound speech delay. Our findings, in line with previous reports in the
literature, suggest a possible cumulative effect on neurodevelopment
caused by the progressive loss of the shorter dystrophin isoforms, with
mutations towards the 3′ end of DMD being associated with the most
devastating outcomes.
In our cohort, we observed a trend for scotopic electronegative

ERGs to be associated with more likelihood of neurodevelopmental
disorders. However, the spectrum of neuropsychiatric morbidities in
dystrophinopathies is vast, complex and multifactorial; our sample
population was relatively small; and our observations were based on
validated questionnaires/interviews rather than extensive neuropsy-
chological assessments. Therefore, an association between retinal
electrophysiology and neurodevelopmental disturbances needs further
exploration in larger cohorts.
Experimental treatments with antisense oligonucleotide-mediated

exon skipping or drugs that allow read-through nonsense mutations
are currently being tested in human clinical trials, demonstrating
successful correction restoration of dystrophin expression in the
muscle.48,49 A new class of therapeutic agents have recently shown
to be able to cross the blood–brain barrier in animal model and also to
restore dystrophin in the CNS;50 therefore, there is both the need to

Figure 4 Oscillatory potentials. The OPs are high-frequency wavelets revealed by filtering the ERG trace between 100 and 300Hz. These are numbered for
identification, although loss includes the possibility of OP delay and consequent merger with other OPs. The photopic OP2 in the patient with a mutation at
the 5′ end of the gene is subnormal, but the scotopic OPs are normal. Scotopically the greater effect of Dp260 is seen and these scotopic OP2 and OP3 are
subnormal, yet unexpectedly this patient has normal photopic OPs.
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better understand the DMD CNS changes and to identify the
treatment response with quantifiable biomarkers.
Our study shows that retinal electrophysiology is a tool sensitive to

dystrophin protein absence in the CNS; it provides an individual
patient pretreatment retinal response profile as a signature of protein
disruption. In the absence of structural defects in the eye of DMD
boys, we can speculate that the electrophysiological signature may
change towards normal as the protein is also restored in the CNS;
however, this model requires further exploration in the retina, whereas
it was demonstrated in the brain.51 The ophthalmic manifestations of
myopathies have recognised importance as potential biomarkers,52

and in DMD the retina characteristics may offer a portal to the CNS.
Two boys with severe neurocognitive profile could only manage the

GOSH skin protocol. This technique offers a tolerable, child friendly
assessment of retinal physiology if the neurobehavioural profile is
severely affected, which is often the case in DMD, especially in boys
with mutations at the 3′ end of the gene.
In conclusion, our data further refine the characteristics of the

retinal profile of DMD. The frequently reported electronegative
scotopic ERG associates with mutations downstream of exon 30 and
is profound when Dp71 is additionally affected. Selective stimulation
of slow and fast rod pathways shows a dependence of slow rod
pathways upon Dp260. Also, we have highlighted anomalies of the
amacrine OP circuits, and cone pathways associated with Dp427 and
Dp71. The most severe b-wave changes reflect the most severe
neurocognitive profile and likely abnormal dystrophin isoform CNS
expression. Although further investigating the intricate and yet poorly
understood role of dystrophin and its isoforms, retinal electrophysiol-
ogy could offer a noninvasive portal into understanding protein
disruption and potential restoration in the CNS.
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